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Abstract—Large networks with multiple injection sources will exhibit significant throughput degradation unless congestion control mechanisms are included in the router design. A proper evaluation of these mechanisms for a given interconnection network needs to consider the level of synchronization amongst the computing nodes.

This paper explores this issue by evaluating two local congestion control mechanisms in three different ways. We start using burst-synchronized synthetic traffic patterns, which give us a first estimation of the potential gains of the congestion control proposals. Additional experiments using traffic from traces taken from the NPB confirm the preliminary findings: loosely coupled applications reduce their execution times when congestion control is applied, but tightly coupled application may marginally increase their execution times. Results obtained in an execution-driven simulation environment are even more optimistic: keeping congestion under control substantially accelerates the execution of MPI applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interconnection network is a key element of any parallel computing platform more so when executing communication-intensive applications. Network performance has been evaluated by the following methods: network simulation using synthetic loads [2][3][4][7][14][16][19], analytical models [17], and full system simulation [13][14][20].

Traditionally, network simulators measure network performance under a well-known range of synthetic traffic patterns such as random (or uniform), hot-spot and permutations. These patterns model worst-case scenarios of little locality and unbalanced usage of network resources [5]. Analytical models have been proposed for simple networks but they rely on unrealistic assumptions, such as the traffic has to be uniform and the nodes have infinite injection and delivery queues, so they have limited use. Both synthetic and analytical models assume that nodes generate traffic independently of each other, so that they ignore the different levels of coupling and synchronization that exist in most parallel applications. This was of little concern up to now, as they seemed to be reasonable indicators of network performance for a range of parallel benchmarks [14][17]. A full system simulation, in which network traffic is provided by an execution-driven simulator such as RSIM [13] or Simics [20], provides the more meaningful results but limits the evaluation to small networks of up to a hundred nodes.

Ideally, an interconnection network should perform well at any load, and be able to sustain its peak throughput for loads well over its capacity. However, if congestion spreads through the whole network, its performance can drop significantly. Congestion is a well-known problem in standard computer networks [9], but has not been considered a critical issue in small and medium direct networks, which do not exhibit throughput degradation at loads beyond saturation. Many network proposals had single injection queues and when the network is small, the head-of-line blocking at injection is enough to throttle the network and control congestion [8]. This is not the case for large networks with multiple injection sources such as IBM’s BG/L [3], which are prone to suffer from congestion at heavy loads. Congestion control techniques based on restricting the injection of new packets can be applied in order to accelerate the delivery of in-transit packets.

This delivery should free network resources, then allowing new packets to enter.

New congestion control techniques have been proposed and evaluated for wormhole [2][19] and virtual cut-through networks [10][18]. For the evaluation, all but [10] used standard, synthetic traffic patterns which consider each node as an independent traffic source. Note that most parallel applications will apply some level of self-throttling as nodes synchronize and may stop sending new messages as they wait for messages delayed by congestion. Thus, it is critical to test any congestion control technique under loads that reflect the synchronization and coupling among application processes.

The main purpose of this study is to explore whether we can evaluate congestion control techniques for interconnection networks using carefully chosen synthetic traffic. Although the use of real application loads from execution-driven simulators would provide the most meaningful conclusions, it limits our study to small networks of up to a hundred nodes. Synthetic traffic that models the self-throttled nature of parallel applications would provide less precise results but allows for evaluations of large systems with thousands of nodes. As congestion becomes an issue when the network has large rings [8], it is critical to evaluate congestion control techniques on systems as large as possible.

In [7] we proposed burst-synchronized synthetic traffic to evaluate a range of congestion control techniques. In this paper we will compare results obtained that way with additional ones obtained when applying real workloads from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB). If the synthetic loads reflect the synchronized nature of parallel applications, both results should lead to the same conclusions. Here we will focus on two promising congestion control techniques: IPR (In-transit Priority...
Restriction) and LBR (Local Buffer Restriction). Both are easy to implement in virtual cut-through networks, because they use local information to regulate the admission of new traffic.

In order to achieve these goals, we use a simulation-based workbench that consists of a network simulator with three alternative mechanisms to provide its workload: synthetic load, traces taken from previous runs of an application, or via integration with a full-system simulator in which applications actually execute on (simulated) nodes that generate and consume packets.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Congestion control techniques are described in Section III. The experimental, simulation-based workbench is described in Section IV. Section V compares and contrasts the results of the different experiments. Finally, Section VI summarizes the findings of this work.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

In this section we review a range of synthetic traffic models used to evaluate network performance at heavy loads. Most IN (Interconnection Network) studies relied solely on synthetic traffic patterns, which include uniform traffic, hot spot traffic and permutations [5]. The figures of merit are latency at low loads and peak network throughput. This model appeared to provide meaningful result to compare alternative designs under a range of load conditions. Most studies normalized the applied load to the network bisection limit, so that the networks were not tested for loads beyond their theoretical capacity. As most network proposals sustained their maximum throughput after saturation, the evaluation of the network at heavy loads was not considered of interest.

However, network congestion appears around saturation loads and congestion control mechanisms must be tested at loads beyond saturation [2][10][18] in order to see if they prevent burst traffic from degrading network performance. Our first evaluation of congestion control techniques led to conflicting results as throughput was reduced while channel utilization increased [7]. Further examination revealed the cause of this unusual behaviour: network unfairness caused significant variation in node injection rate. Although this throughput unfairness was unexpected, it is obvious from that work that any network whose injection compete in a fair basis with in-transit traffic will reach a situation of variable injection rates at saturation: nodes in less busy areas will get a larger fraction of node bandwidth that those in heavily congested areas. This means that average throughput as reported in [2][18] is not representative of application loads, because “fast” injecting nodes will eventually wait for the slow ones to catch up. Consequently, we need to evaluate network performance at heavy loads using traffic patterns that reflect the level of synchronization amongst computing nodes [4]. This is critical when using congestion control techniques, as the level of self throttling present in the parallel application may be sufficient to reduce congestion to manageable levels.

The need to characterize network workload and produce better synthetic models was identified long time ago [4]. Instead of developing new synthetic loads, some IN studies combine the standard evaluation with real workload evaluation [10]. Other studies use synthetic loads that mimic the bursty nature of network traffic [16][18], which extends standard packet generation, which followed a Poisson or Bernoulli distribution, with a sequence of ON/OFF states, so that packets are generated only during the ON state.

Most routing proposals were evaluated under static conditions: the same pattern and load applies over the time each experiment is run and only the steady-state performance was studied. However, the network performance is characterized by both a steady-state and a transient state as real application loads will continuously change in volume and traffic distribution. Recent studies evaluated this behaviour by plotting throughput over time for non-static traffic patterns: in [3][18] the traffic pattern is uniform but the load alternates between low and high phases in [19] each high phase uses a different traffic pattern. The figure of merit is total execution time: which is a better indication of the network ability to cope with communication intensive phases. Note that a computing node located in a less busy area is able to advance to the next high phase load ahead of the rest, an unlikely scenario in a parallel application. This can be avoided by making the “low” phases long enough for all nodes to accept their backlog loads.

Although these newer synthetic patterns reflect the temporal variations that occur in application loads, they fail to model the synchronization and coupling amongst application nodes. The burst-synchronized traffic deals with this issue by modeling the barrier synchronization primitives used in many parallel applications. This pattern has been sparingly used in studies focused on injection issues: the NIFDY interface [4] and on Channel Queue routing [17] which decides on injection whether to use minimal or non-minimal path based on network congestion.

Lastly, all these synthetic traffic patterns are claimed to represent real workload but there is no study confirming or denying this fact. Our work tries to fill this gap by comparing the insights obtained from synthetic loads with those from real workloads.

III. CONGESTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Congestion appears in a network when compute nodes impose a load close to that the network is able to cope with. As new packets fill up the router buffers, the router will not only stop accepting additional traffic, but will also delay any in-transit traffic.

Although congestion may emerge in localized areas, if injection pressure is not reduced it may quickly spread through the whole network. Some networks are able to operate at maximum capacity (in saturation) while exhibiting only minor levels of congestion. However, large networks with multiple injection ports show signs of throughput degradation at loads beyond their saturation points [8].

As congestion appears when the network is overloaded, congestion control techniques deal with it by limiting packet injection as soon as the network exhibits signs of being congested. They differ in the way
congestion is diagnosed. Global methods estimate network congestion by examining the status of the whole network (for example, the number of packets held in the routers, as in [18]); thus a mechanism is needed to gather and distribute that information. Local methods are simpler because each node restricts its own injection based on its own congestion level. In [10] a thorough evaluation of multiple congestion control methods was performed. In this work, we focus only on two local methods that showed good performance with minimal implementation costs: IPR and LBR.

In-transit Priority Restriction (IPR) can be defined as follows: For a given fraction P of cycles, priority is given to in-transit traffic, meaning that, in those cycles, injection of a new packet is only allowed if it does not compete with packets already in the network. P may vary from 0 (no restriction) to 1 (absolute priority to in-transit traffic). This is the method applied in IBM’s BG/L torus network, in which P may take any value, although published evaluations [3] have been carried out with P=1. Regarding Local Buffer Restriction (LBR), most routers split each physical link into several virtual channels (see next section) in such a way that the combination of an escape sub-network with one or more adaptive sub-networks provides deadlock-free adaptive routing [6]. The LBR mechanism has been designed specifically for adaptive routers that rely on Bubble Flow Control [14] to avoid deadlock in the escape sub-network. A previous study showed the bubble restriction also provides congestion control for the escape sub-network [8]. LBR extends this mechanism to all new packets that enter the network. That is, a packet can only be injected into an adaptive virtual channel if such action leaves room for at least B packets in the transits buffer associated to that virtual channel. The parameter B indicates the number of buffers reserved for in-transit traffic. In other words, congestion is estimated by the current buffer occupancy.

The parameters (P for IPR and B for LBR) allow us to vary the degree of restriction. In this work, we have set these parameters to values that, in previous experiments, proved to perform well in most scenarios: P=1 (the maximum) and B=3 (inject in an adaptive channel only when its queue is empty or almost empty). Note that the adaptive bubble router in [14] corresponds to the “Base” case of B=0 and P=0.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

Experiments have been performed using the in-house developed Interconnection Network Simulation and Evaluation Environment (INSEE for short) described in [15]. It consists of two main modules: an interconnection network simulator (FSIN), and a traffic-generation module (TrGen), which either provides traffic (synthetically or from traces) or interfaces with a Simics based full system simulation environment [20].

The execution-driven setup limits system size to a maximum of 64 nodes that we use in all the experiments. We have decided to use a 1D ring network topology because the effects of congestion are particularly visible in networks with long rings. In other words, an 8x8 torus network (8-node rings) exhibits minimal congestion, while a 64-node ring becomes heavily congested at high loads. So, although FSIN is able to model 1, 2 and 3D networks (with thousands of nodes), we focus on the router model depicted in Fig. 1.

Each network channel in the router is split into three virtual channels (VCs): an Escape channel (governed by the bubble routing rules [14]), and two adaptive channels. Note that a ring network has just one minimal path from source to destination, so packets cannot adapt. Thus, the only difference between the Escape VC and the other two is that accesses to the “adaptive” VCs are not restricted by the bubble rules. Each node is able to simultaneously consume several packets arriving to the reception port. There are two injection ports, and the interface should perform a pre-routing decision: packets moving towards the X+ axis are stored in the I+ injection port, and those towards X- go to the I- injection port. Transit and injection queues are able to store 4 packets of 16 bytes each. Pbit length is 4 bytes.

For the Simics-based setup, we simulate a cluster of 64 Intel Pentium 4 processors, running at 200 MHz (1 Simics cycle = 5 ns), with 64 MB of RAM. Nodes run a RedHat 7.3 operating system, and use the MPI-ICH-over-p4 implementation of MPI, using a (simulated) Ethernet card that accesses the 64-node network.

The link bandwidth of FSIN routers is 32 bits/cycle, or 1280 Mbits/s. Interaction with FSIN has been adjusted to run 2 FSIN cycles per 10 Simics cycles (1 Simics cycle = 25 ns). These values allow us to obtain realistic execution times while still arriving to situations in which network congestion appears.

All the experiments have been repeated 10 times, using different random seeds. We measure execution times in terms of FSIN cycles. As these times vary from pattern to pattern (or from benchmark to benchmark) we represent values normalized to the Base case (without congestion control). Reported values are averages of 10 simulation runs. We also plot the 99% confidence intervals.

**V. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS**

In this section we use INSEE to evaluate IPR and LBR using different classes of synthetic traffic traces taken from the NPB, and an execution-driven environment based on Simics, running the same benchmarks.

Regarding synthetic traffic in Subsection A we use these patterns: BC (bit complement), BR (bit reversal), PS (perfect shuffle), TR (transpose), TO (toroado), UN (uniform) and HR (hot-region, see [3]). The first five are permutations: all packets generated at a given node have the same destination. With UN and HR destinations are
chosen randomly—in the case of HR, 25% of the traffic goes to the first 8 nodes (labelled 0 to 7), and the remaining traffic is uniform.

A. Experiments using burst-synchronized traffic

In [7] we argued that the utilization of workloads based on the assumption of independent traffic sources (widely used in many simulation-based performance studies) is not realistic, because it is not representative of the way actual parallel applications work. We proposed to model workloads using burst-synchronized traffic. With this traffic, each node tries to inject a burst of \( b \) packets as fast as the network is able to accept them; then the node stops. Nodes will start injecting another burst only when all the packets of the previous one have been consumed.

The figure of merit in these experiments is the time it takes to consume a burst, with and without using congestion control mechanisms. As we stated before, results have been normalized: value “1” represents the time of the Base case (without congestion control). See Fig. 2.

We have considered the following values of \( b \):

- \( 10 \) – to emulate very tightly-coupled applications.
- \( 100 \) – to emulate applications that synchronize often.
- \( 1000 \) – to emulate loosely-coupled applications.
- \( 10000 \) – to emulate applications that seldom synchronize, thus being able to saturate the network for long periods of time.

In the case of very tightly-coupled applications, \( b=10 \), the utilization of IPR or LBR is ineffective or even harmful. This is because network congestion is sporadic and localized, but it never last long enough to degrade performance. Restrictions in the injection of new packets may result in unnecessary delays, increasing the overall application execution time. Fortunately, when this happens (see BR, PS and TR permutations) the increment is only around 1%.

In general, performance figures using congestion control techniques improve with growing values of \( b \). This is particularly true for TR, but applicable to all patterns. Results for \( b=1000 \) are much more favourable for IPR and LBR than those with \( b=100 \). The improvement for a larger value of \( b \) \( (10000) \) is not that spectacular. Regarding the choice of congestion control technique, IPR versus LBR, their performance figures for these experiments are very similar, being LBR slightly superior on average.

In short, congestion control is beneficial for most of the traffic patterns under consideration, provided that the burst size \( b \) is large enough. The only exception is the BC pattern, for which neither benefit nor harm are observed; this is because of a peculiarity of this permutation: it forces one half the traffic passing through link 0-63, and the other half through link 31-32. These two links act as bottlenecks (utilization is 100%) and the order in which packets traverse them is irrelevant.

B. Experiments using application traces

We claimed in the previous section that burst-synchronized traffic sources emulate actual traffic in a better way than non-synchronized, independent traffic sources. In order to support this claim, we need to consider application workloads such a set of the well-known NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB; see [12]).
We have carried out a set of experiments using traces from six of the eight benchmarks of the NPB 2.4 suite. EP has not been included because it does not make intensive use of the network. FT could not be run because it requires a Fortran 90 compiler, which was not available in our setup.

To obtain these traces, we used a modified version of MPICH [11]. The standard MPICH would register in those trace files all MPI operations—means that a global operation (such as MPL_Broadcast) is logged as such. However, our modified MPICH also registers all the point-to-point operations involved in global operations. After a filtering process, we obtain trace files that only include point-to-point interactions of messages, which are adequate to feed a FSIN simulation. Notice that the time-stamps in each trace file depend not only on the characteristics of the interconnection network but also on those of the processors involved in the execution of the benchmarks. We want to force the network to be the bottleneck so we provide workload to the simulator as fast as we can. We have carried out a set of experiments using traces from six of the eight benchmarks of the NPB 2.4 suite. EP has not been included because it does not make intensive use of the network. FT could not be run because it requires a Fortran 90 compiler, which was not available in our setup.

To obtain these traces, we used a modified version of MPICH [11]. The standard MPICH would register in those trace files all MPI operations—which means that a global operation (such as MPL_Broadcast) is logged as such. However, our modified MPICH also registers all the point-to-point operations involved in global operations. After a filtering process, we obtain trace files; these traces only include point-to-point interactions of messages, which are adequate to feed a FSIN simulation. Notice that the time-stamps in each trace file depend not only on the characteristics of the interconnection network but also on those of the processors involved in the execution of the benchmarks.

We compiled and run the "A" class of the benchmarks for 64 processors (A.64). This setup generates traces of long messages that cause saturation peaks.

Once the traces are available, we measure with FSIN the number of network cycles that, in the simulated network, are necessary to complete all the interchanges of messages stored in the trace files. Results (normalized) are presented in Fig. 3.

For five of the six benchmarks (BT, IS, LU, MG, SP), results using traces confirm those of the previous section for large burst sizes: congestion control mechanisms are beneficial (improvements range from 6% for MG to 21% for LU). In the other case (CG), the utilization of a congestion control mechanism is slightly counterproductive, with a performance drop around 2%. Note that these results match with those obtained under burst-synchronized traffic for small b (see again Fig. 2). Differences between IPR and LBR are negligible except in LU where the LBR's improvement over IPR is near the 4%.

C. Experiments with an execution-driven simulation

One of the limitations of our trace-based simulation environment is that the mechanism implemented to enforce causality relations may be excessively restrictive. It may happen that the presence of a Receive message before a Send message in an application trace does not mean that there is a real dependency between those messages, and that the Send could be processed (injected in the network) ahead of the Receive without disturbing application semantics.

An execution-driven simulation would not impose such an order in the injection and consumption of messages but will only enforce the traffic dependencies inherent to the application. Thus, they will allow us to know whether the restrictions introduced in the trace-based simulation are too strong or not.

We have run the same collection of benchmarks in a Simics-based workbench in which the network is simulated by FSIN, so that applications do actually run on simulated processors and provide/receive load to/from the network. As three of the benchmarks (BT, LU, SP) take a long time to run, because they repeat 200, 250 and 400 iterations respectively (that are identical in terms of communications), we have reduced them to run just 20, 25 and 20 of these iterations. This trims down experimentation time without affecting the quality of the results.

Fig. 4 summarizes the obtained results. We measure the number of FSIN cycles used by the application since the moment the parallel section starts (MPI_Init) until it ends (MPI_Finalize). Again, we have normalized the results to the Base case.

Results show two applications, BT and SP that do not benefit so much from congestion control, even when the trace-based simulation predicted the opposite. The reason is easy to explain: these applications are CPU intensive; they do not force a high utilization of the network. So, congestion does not appear or concentrate in very short periods of time. In these cases, congestion control does not show its potential.

Regarding the remaining ones, we see that congestion control generates clear benefits: a 26-38% reduction in execution time. This is much better than predicted. In fact, we predicted no gain for CG and still can observe it. To explain this behaviour, we need to take a closer look at how simulation is being carried out.

![Fig. 3. Normalized results with traces of the NPB (A.64). Averages of 10 runs, and 99% confidence intervals.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Normalized results of the execution of the NPB (A.64) in a Simics-FSIN environment. Averages of 10 runs, and 99% confidence intervals.](image2)
As we stated before, each simulated node is a full PC with a network adapter that looks like an Ethernet card. The MPICH implementation uses this card via the p4 mechanism: MPI on top of TCP/IP on top of Ethernet. TCP includes an end-to-end congestion-control mechanism that is very sensitive to network delays, and to variations on this delay (jitter). When the network is saturated (actually, when delays become longer than expected), TCP reduces traffic injection drastically, applying the standard control algorithm [1], a situation that does not allow for the full utilization of this resource.

Congestion control inside the network prioritizes in-transit traffic, and this reduces network delay and jitter. This proves to be an effective tactic, because keeps TCP working normally. What we observe in the experiments is not only the direct effect of congestion control accelerating applications, but also the indirect effect of IPR or LBR preventing TCP misbehaviour.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have evaluated two congestion control techniques (In-transit Priority Restriction and Local Buffer Restriction) under three traffic models: burst synchronized traffic, traces and real workloads generated by applications as they run. The three methods provide similar insights: congestion control provides important performance benefits for loosely-coupled applications that have communication intensive phases. However, it may penalize tightly-coupled applications which already have significant levels of self-throttling. In the worst scenarios introduced performance fall is not very high (less than 2%). LBR performs slightly better than IPR, as show in the trace-based and execution-driven simulations.

In the experiments we have used a small, 64-node network. The evaluation of large interconnection networks requires the utilization of synthetic traffic patterns, because other alternatives are too expensive. However, in order to obtain accurate predictions, those synthetic patterns must reflect the behaviour of actual traffic; in particular, they must reflect how communicating processes synchronize.

The simple burst-synchronized traffic used in this work appears to be a basic but good model to represent the self-throttling nature of the traffic produced by parallel applications. Further work is required to identify the range of values of b that better represent different workloads. This set of experiments has also shown some limitations in our trace-based simulation environment. We need to improve it in order to take into consideration computation times between message interchanges. Also, we need to improve our execution-driven simulation setup to avoid the utilization of TCP, using instead a fast-messaging mechanism on top of our simulated network device, this would allow us to avoid interferences introduced by this protocol.
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